I left the last year’ flowers to dry in a box.
A box of steel, sealed by heavy doors.
A control box of uses unknown guarding it, Bakelite buttons and
rusted green pipes hovering above.
The box stand in a space in between, seldom walked;
a wooden stair painted teal, hidden in the shadows to access it.
Stained doors, yellowing stickers of brands forgotten.
On the walls, printed in soot the shape of tools long gone.
In the air speckles of concrete dust falling from concrete bean,
shine in the sunlight.
Stillness of silenced industry, heavy and airy altogether, as a faint
echo of a deafening sound dampened by gone years.
.
A stillness who tells of finality an uncertainty, a prick to our
imagination. What is and what was, is there a way to shape the
present from a disappeared past ?
Among the flower’s seeds, misplaced by the hand of fate, one,
instead of petals and leaves, sprouted skin and smile.
A phantasmagorical seed of beauty, of fantasy. A source of
bewilderment and lust. Spring in a steel box.
That a seed could grow a girl shaped flower, I did not know.
Nonetheless, from steel and dust here she is; slightly astonished
and very much bemused. A girl from nothing, a girl from nowhere,
un-voiding herself for me to behold.
A mystery and a gift, why not?
Forests and fields have their own secrets. Although most of those
are best left alone, perhaps, nested in the whispers of a spring
breeze, there is an answer to be found.
Born from the fading slumber of winter, shelved in darkness, a
still life of still life of life. Secrets, secrets, well guarded, reasons
beyond our mind to comprehend and meaning to simple for us to
grasp.
All I know, is, that flower, is being a girl, and smiling coyly.
I do not look at her and I think...
Would I will her being delicate as a weed flayed by the wind, she
will be;
Would I will her being slender, like a daisy bowing her head to a
visiting bee, she will be.
Or would she ?
Her smile grow and yet the room gets cooler.
Her eyes on me and her legs unfolding.
Voices, contradictory, almost bellicose:
Daughter of hammers’ clank, from flaking paint and rusted tools,
heir of last year chamomile and declawed crows,
ghost of dead nettles and black ants, behold!
The voices settle down.
She closes here eyes and without a sound she said, watch!
Watch and obey!
“Ritournelle...”
My will is not made of you,
my skin is meant for all,
my soul is yet to bloom,
you got chocolate for me ?

The Girl In The Box
Standing; pink socks, that’s all;
loose and free; spiky, spiky flowers.
Beetles’ talons and spiders’ thirst.
A scorching zephyr and a blue butterfly.
Here, I will rule, rule over all!
A bud in the hand and her lips around my soul,
her gaze scorching my present.
Back to now, the door wide open.
Slow escape in silk and lace.
Nothing move anymore, can’t you see it ?
A step out, part fairy and part daemon.
You can try, try to catch my smile.
The box, empty.
You didn’t think I would stay there forever, no ?
Steel that thick, silence that deep, cannot hold me!
Is that dust settling over your expectations?
Strings of regrets knotted around your neck?
Come, come closer, there will be an end to it, there always is.
Lace like spider silk, the sun warming my alabaster skin.
Beautiful, isn’t it? No?
Let’s try, again;
a ray of sunshine, the chair, a hum in our heads and a hint of
shade on our souls.
I see it all, the darkness, the lust, yours, theirs.
Under the concrete beams, you have no reason to hide, no
reason to be alarmed,
this floor is ours alone, let me show you,
let me show you how dark I can be.
“Chorus”
Her will, is not made of us,
her eyes only the reflection of ours.
Steel and sun, strange illusions,
cancel my resurection.
Her faint smile, carnivorous.
After all, am I not born from steel and weed, part fairy and part
daemon? Enjoy what I am not; forks and feathers can wait
another day.
From the light seeping through the windows, pollen and concrete
dust sparkle in her eyes. Basked in the sunlight, her skin encased
in silk, her eyes closed to better savor the approaching night, she
is a picture of perfection.
A picture that will fade, a flower that will wither.
A memory to etch in lead, to drown in black ink.
Dusk, everything fade to gray. All that’s left is a box of steel, and a
mound of dried flowers. The girl in the box, growing herself to be
plucked? Indeed, just a figment of my imagination. While I close
the doors, steel on steel, I can still sense her smile, hear the
deafening absurdity of its meaning and a hope for spring lingering
in the last sunny corner of the room.
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